This paper presents a fuzzy reasoning technique for pattern classification. The binary image of a pattern is partitioned into number of overlapping and non-overlapping regions for feature extraction. A set of features extracted to represent the binary images are used in the classifier design. The knowledge base (KB) is build using the statistical information involved in the interclass region features. The unknown samples features are matched with KB and assigned a membership value by the fuzzy reasoning technique for their classification. On experimentation with the handwritten numeral data, found good classification and recognition rate.
INTRODUCTION
Pattern recognition (PR) find its applications in most of the engineering and medical field like automatic image recognition, document processing, medical diagnosis, biomedicine, remote sensing, etc. The recent increase in processing capacity of computer, made an exhaustive research in the PR field to simulate human reading and recognition. The PR system classifies assigns the input pattern to the exact class. It includes data collection, pre-processing, feature extraction and classifier subsystems. Different models of subsystems are proposed by the researchers to increase accuracy and recognition speed for PR system. The design of PR system classifiers usually based on the set of features extracted and the availability of training samples. Different feature extraction, selection, and classification approaches are listed in the review article [1] . A 40-50 years of work in the optical character recognition(OCR), human still outperform even the most powerful off-line character recognition system developed so for due extensive variations in handwriting styles like size, shape, fonts, etc [2, 3] . This variation increases the complexity of recognition system and reduces the performance of it. The variation involved in the pattern is usually addressed by the feature extractor. Feature extractor generates a set of various characteristics associated with pattern regions to reduce dimensionality of pattern and for the representation. The zoning technique of statistical feature extraction method is extensively used in the handwritten character recognition system [4] . In this technique, the image fitted in a window is divided into number of regions and the density of black runs pattern or ones in binary images are transformed as features using different techniques [5] [6] [7] . Hanmandlu and Murthy [5] extracted 24 features from the binary image of a character by measuring the coordinate distance of ones in each zone. They devised modified membership function containing structural parameters in addition to mean and variance. These parameters are estimated by defining an objective function consisting of the entropy function constrained upon the square of the error between average membership function and the unity. On experimentation with handwritten Hindi and English numerals, they reported overall recognition rate of 95% and 98.4% respectively by the fuzzy classifier. Benne et.al [8] proposed fast size normalization and thinning free recognition system for isolated handwritten numerals. They extracted structural features for the handwritten numerals representation used Euclidian distance criterion and K-nearest neighbor classifier and reported overall accuracy of 95.40%, 90.20%, and 98.40% for Kannada, Devanagari and Telugu numerals respectively. Many other researchers [9] [10] [11] [12] proposed different classifier for pattern classification. Neural network based classifiers require more number of samples for training to build the knowledge base. They take more time to learn compared to statistical and fuzzy classifier. Fuzzy classification depends on the set of rules generated and on the training samples. Generating a set of rules for pattern recognition is difficult task. In view of this, an attempt is made to develop a novel fuzzy reasoning technique using the statistical information of training samples for pattern recognition system.
METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology for pattern recognition system is given in Figure 1 . The numeral database consists binary samples fixed in a window of particular size is partitioned into overlapping and non-overlapping regions for feature extraction. A set of features are extracted to represent the sample and it is called feature vector. Feature vectors such extracted for the database samples are divided into training and testing data. The training samples feature vectors are used to construct the KB. The class label of each training and testing sample is assigned by the fuzzy reasoning technique.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is an important step in pattern recognition system to represent the input pattern. A size normalized binary images of patterns used in this experimentation are fitted in a window of size 15x15. Fig.2 shows the binary image of 10 th sample of numeral class 4. In the number 104 on top of the binary image, the last digit indicates the numeral class 4 and the other two digits (10) indicate the sample number in that class. The binary image is portioned into 16 regions like horizontal, vertical, rectangular, diagonals and squares for feature extraction. Fig.3 shows the shape of partitioned region with their identification number.
Fig 1: Methodology adopted in the Pattern recognition system
The shapes of these regions are so selected that most of them have portion black run (ones) of a samples. However, for some samples there could be regions without ones and such regions will have a zero feature values. The number of ones in each region is transformed into a real value as the feature value. The feature value of a region depends on the total number of one"s present in the region and not on their position. Therefore, changes in the position of one"s due to variations in writing styles do not affect feature value and this increases the robustness of feature extraction method.
CLASSIFIER DESIGN
The statistical information involved in the training set feature vectors are used to construct the KB. The KB of each region is framed by computing minimum ( = standard deviation of k th class r th region feature. To clutch the variability involved in writing, a deviator "α" is used. The minimum and maximum value of k th class r th region are computed by the Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) respectively using the mean values. Fig.4 shows the constructed fuzzy triangle for k th class r th region. The height of a triangle is fixed to a maximum possible value one. 
FUZZY REASONING TECHNIQUE
To classify the unknown sample, the feature extracted from a particular region r, r f is matched with the corresponding region fuzzy triangles of all the classes to assign the membership value by the fuzzy reasoning technique. Fuzzy reasoning is made based on feature value position in the base f is equal to the mean feature value of that region, then the membership value is assigned to a maximum and equal to the height of a fuzzy triangle. 
The membership values of each region feature for all classes are found and used in the unknown sample classification. The algebraic sum of membership values corresponds to a class k is computed by the Eq.8.
n r k r k 1 (8) The class having highest algebraic sum of the membership value ( k ) is assigned to the unknown sample.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm is tested on handwritten numeral database. The database used in the experimentation has 440 samples were preprocessed and divided into training data and testing data. The numeral database has 10 numeral classes and each has 22 samples in both the training and testing data. A feature vectors of samples used in the experimentation are obtained by the feature extraction method discussed in the section 2 and computed mean feature vector for each of the numeral class from their training samples. The mean feature vectors computed for the 10 numeral classes are given in Fig.  5 . It is observed that inter class mean feature values of a regions are different. This difference is necessary and it describes the features distinctiveness for classification. The statistical information involved in the samples feature vectors is computed to construct the KB. The mean, minimum, and maximum feature values and the standard deviation of each region are computed for all the numeral classes. An example, the statistical values computed for the 0 th numeral class is shown given Fig.6 . These values are used for the construction of 0 th class KB. The system performance is evaluated by the classification and recognition rate. In order to recognize the unknown samples, their feature vectors are extracted by the method discussed in section 2. Fig.7 shows the unknown sample. Fig.7 (a) is the binary image of sixth sample of numeral class two and Fig.8 (b) shows its feature vector. The features vectors of unknown samples are compared with the KB feature vectors of all the classes. Depending on the feature value, a fuzzy reasoning is made and assigned the membership value for their matching. An example, the feature vector of a sample given in Fig.7 
CONCLUSIONS
From the above, it is observed that the fuzzy reasoning technique can be designed by using the statistical information involved in the training data samples. Constructed KB uses minimum training samples and the fuzzy reasoning technique is simple and does not require the usual steps involved in the fuzzy classification technique. On experimentation with offline handwritten numerals, the proposed fuzzy reasoning technique results good classification and recognition rate.
